
Fixed income securities are originated in the primary market, from where they are sold from

arranging intermediaries to investors. Although some investors buy and hold fixed income

securities from issue to maturity, they are commonly traded in the secondary market. However,
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factors such as central bank policy, interest rate movements and the economic environment can

impact a security’s face value and yield once trading in the secondary market.

It is therefore important to understand that corporate bonds can be fixed interest or floating rate

investments. This means that the interest rate on the money lent by the investor is either set in

advance or linked to a variable interest rate.

Definitions

Fixed rate means the interest rate of the asset is set and the dollar value of the interest payment

will be the same every period. The interest rate stays the same for the life of each bond. For

example, a $100 bond with an 6% fixed interest rate will pay investors $6 a year in six-monthly or

quarterly instalments called coupon payments.

Floating rate assets have a variable interest rate. This means the interest rate may change,

usually in line with an official interest rate such as the 90-day Bank Bill Swap Rate (BBSW). The

coupon will be determined by the reference rate (which moves) plus a fixed margin. The interest

payment on a floating rate asset will typically move up or down as interest rates move up or

down. The prospectus will tell investors exactly how and when the floating rate will be

calculated for coupon payments, but they are usually quarterly payments.

Investors may choose to invest in fixed or floating bonds to better meet cash flow requirements

or because of a better perceived return on one bond over another.

Inflation and risk

Fixed securities prices are directly exposed to underlying rate movements, in a way that floating

rate note securities are not. If the underlying interest rates, mostly set up and influenced by

central bank policies, increase or decrease, it affects the value or price of a fixed bond. If interest

rate rises, the fixed coupon on the bond does not, so the price of the bond goes down. And vice

versa. Interest rate movements, however, do not have much impact on the price of a floating rate

bond because these follow the movements of the underlying interest rate. The interest rate

movement is reflected in the coupon paid to the investor: interest rate falls, coupon of a floating

rate bond goes down; interest rate rises, coupon goes up.

Floating rate assets tend to be more capital stable and favoured by institutional investors who do

not want to take on interest rate risk. These products take marginal interest rate risk as interest

is adjusted quarterly and tied to a benchmark – in Australia the 90-day BBSW currently. Floating

rate investments also suit investors expecting a rising interest rate environment.
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This analysis has been prepared by Perpetual Investment Management Limited (PIML) ABN 18 000 866 535,

AFSL 234426. It is general information only and is not intended to provide you with financial advice or take

into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. You should consider, with a financial adviser,

whether the information is suitable for your circumstances. To the extent permitted by law, no liability is

accepted for any loss or damage as a result of any reliance on this information.

The information is believed to be accurate at the time of compilation and is provided in good faith. This

document may contain information contributed by third parties. PIML and PSL do not warrant the accuracy or

completeness of any information contributed by a third party. Any views expressed in this document are

opinions of the author at the time of writing and do not constitute a recommendation to act. 

The product disclosure statement(PDS) for the Perpetual Diversified Income Fund issued by PIML, should be

considered before deciding whether to acquire or hold units in the fund. The PDS and Target Market

Determination can be obtained by calling 1800 022 033 or visiting our website http://www.perpetual.com.au . 

No company in the Perpetual Group (Perpetual Limited ABN 86 000 431 827 and its subsidiaries) guarantees

the performance of any fund or the return of an investor’s capital. Past performance is not indicative of future

performance.
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